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T H E  B R A S S  R AT  T R A D I T I O N   The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Brass Rat 

tradition was born in the spring of 1929. C. Brigham Allen, then President of the Class of 1929, called upon one 

member of the classes of 1930, 1931, and 1932 and entrusted them with the task of designing a ring that the 

Institute Committee would ultimately approve as the Standard Technology Ring. The committee agreed upon a 

three-part construction, with a primary image on the bezel of the ring and two other images on the two shanks. 

Controversy quickly arose over whether to honor the beaver or the Great Dome on the Bezel; some members of 

the committee even questioned MIT’s choice of the beaver as its mascot. The committee looked to the original 

discussion over the mascot (formally decided upon by President MacLaurin in 1914), calling upon the now famous 

defense of the beaver by Lester Gardner, Class of 1897.



Citing the fact that many other schools had buildings similar to our Great Dome, the committee ultimately 

decided to honor our hard-working and industrious mascot on the ring—and thus the Brass Rat was born. With 

the debate settled and the ring finally designed, the Class of 1930 was the first to proudly wear a Brass Rat. 

So started the Institute tradition of the Brass Rat, the affectionate nickname for the ring that has become a 

symbol of MIT as well as one of the most recognizable rings worldwide. Ever since, each class has appointed 

its own Ring Committee, which endeavors to craft a ring that will inspire us while we are here, unite us once we 

leave, and, above all else, unmistakably symbolize the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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T H E  B E Z E L   The Bezel of the Brass Rat is one of the most iconic sections and gives rise to its 

name, the “Brass Rat,” because its most prominent feature is MIT’s mascot, the beaver. The Class of 2023 has 

undoubtedly received an incredibly unconventional college experience in the wake of the events throughout 

2019 and 2020. In crafting this Bezel, RingComm hopes to pay homage to the beautiful ways in which  

our class has come together and prevailed.   

The beaver is the largest feature on the Brass Rat. Chosen as the mascot of MIT because of its remarkable 

engineering skill, the beaver has been on every Brass Rat for 96 years. On the tail of the beaver, a 23 is 

embedded through an optical illusion in the pattern. When our class was accepted into MIT, many students 

received a silver acceptance tube that included that pattern on a poster inside. The silver tube can also be 

seen in the beaver’s hand, where the word “cyborg” is written in Braille on the side. “Cyborg” was the key to a 

puzzle included in the tube which became the first problem of many that our class has collaborated on solving. 

Together, these symbols represent our first shared experience as a class. From the tube, the beaver takes out 

the diploma that we will eventually receive as we graduate from MIT in two years. On its other hand, the beaver 

wears the Iron Ring, a ring worn by Canadian-trained engineers as a symbol and reminder of the obligations and 

ethics associated with their profession. Between the beaver’s body and tail, we see the rails of Harvard Bridge 

bending into the shape of the symbol “pi,” to represent “Pi Day,” or the day many MIT students are accepted to 

the institute and a day widely celebrated at the university. Underneath the beaver’s tail, we see a marker for “156 

Smoots,” to represent us being the 156th graduating class from MIT. Underneath the “Smoot” marking, we have 

a silver envelope engraved into the bridge, representing our international student community. The final detail on 

the bridge is the fire hose to the right of the beaver. The fire hose represents a duality of ideas, the first being 

the phrase “attending MIT is like drinking out of a fire hose” and the second being the software “FireHose” that 

many students use to schedule their classes each semester. The final detail on the bridge is the fire hose to the 

right of the beaver. The fire hose is to represent a duality of ideas, the first being the phrase “attending MIT is like 

drinking out of a fire hose” and the second being the software “FireHose” that many students use to schedule 

their classes each semester.
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T H E  B E Z E L  -  C O N T I N U E D   Away from the bridge, multiple elements lie within the Charles 

River between Cambridge and Boston. Perhaps the most noticeable is the reflection of the MIT buildings in 

the river, which are structured to look like they were built out of blocks. This representation pays homage to 

the online campus that was built by MIT students to create a virtual community in lieu of the full in-person 

experience. The famous “IHTFP” is inscribed in the reflection as well. To recognize MIT’s legendary hacking 

culture, a Purell stand sits on top of Kresge. The mailbox next to Kresge symbolizes all the mail our class sent to 

stay connected to the world in 2020. On Killian Court, in addition to the students, are the two “robotic cheetahs” 

which became an iconic innovation of the institute in our freshman year. Next to the iconic dome, a window is 

lit in Lobby 7, symbolizing the office where the lawsuit versus ICE was filed to protect international students 

against travel restrictions. The inclusion of Hayden Library in the bezel commemorates how our class was the 

last to use the beloved study space as it was before its current renovations. On the face of the Green Building, a 

0.0 represents the iconic Green Building Tetris hack and how the majority of our class had a 0.0 GPA for a full year 

due to emergency grading. The crane behind the Green Building represents the ever-changing nature of Kendall 

Square as it continues to develop over our time at MIT. The final element on the Cambridge side of the river is the 

sailboat, which symbolizes the popular recreational pastime and MIT’s unique offering of a Pirate’s License.

On the opposite side of the river, we see the Esplanade, Prudential Center, Boston Commons, State House, Citgo 

Sign, and brownstones, all iconic sights and locations our class has fond memories of. The T sign acknowledges 

the transportation system widely used, and the apple tree is a nod to Harvard for our cross-registered classes 

and shared library systems. In the sky, a Wright Brothers plane flies over Stata, representing the 79-year-old 

Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel which was decommissioned our freshman year. Our class was the last to use the 

site of so many historic innovations. To the left of the plane, a shooting star, shaped like the airfoil designed by 

MIT professor Mark Drela, commemorates those who may not be with our class in the future. Above the beaver, 

both a Crescent Moon and Full Moon shine down on the scene, as these are the two phases that the moon is in 

during convocation and graduation, the first and last days our class will be students at MIT. Finally, the Falcon 9 

flying through the air marks the beginning of a new era in space travel, as it was the first time a private company 

has carried humans to orbit and an event followed closely by members of our class.
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C L A S S  S H A N K   The Class Shank has been part of the Brass Rat since the very beginning.  

In the distance is the iconic view of the Great Dome, perhaps one of the most recognizable buildings at MIT. 

Before the 1980s, the Great Dome was prominently displayed on the seal shank as well. However, since then, it 

has been solely featured on the Class Shank. The infinite corridor, a hallway students walk down almost every 

day is honored with an infinity sign at the top of the dome. On either side of the dome, two olive trees stand tall. 

Along with being symbols of Athena and wisdom, these trees showcase the passage of time. The bare, snow-

covered tree on the left harkens the image of winter while the tree on the right is full of leaves, representing  

the warmer seasons.

Mighty Kerberos, the hound of Hades, and the namesake of our unique MIT emails, sits at the base of the 

dome and guards the gates of the Underworld, (also known as lobby 10). The three-headed dog is symbolic of 

our class’ spirit of collaboration, grit, and unity together as we pursue our individual interests and passions. 

In ancient Greek mythology, the three heads represent the passage of time: the past, present, and future. 

Thus, Kerberos also symbolizes our past accomplishments, our present trials and triumphs, and future desires, 

converging during our time at the institute, and then diverging once again after we graduate. 

Athena, the Greek goddess of wisdom, lays her hand atop Kerberos’ head, guiding Kerberos as well as MIT 

students in their common pursuit of knowledge. An expression of determination graces Athena’s face,  

mirroring our own class’s determination as we overcome the many challenges of this year as well as future 

challenges in the years to come. Athena confidently holds her shield where the MIT insignia can be seen.  

At the bottom of the shank flies her trusty owl whose wings frame a globe representing the varied origins  

of our student body. The eyes are drawn to the star on the globe, marking the location of MIT, where our  

entire class was brought together.
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S E A L  S H A N K   Since its introduction to the Brass Rat in 1980, the seal shank has chiefly 

represented MIT and its founding values. Rooting from the MIT seal, each subsequent class has renewed  

their interpretation of those values and strived to represent them with a unique combination of elements  

that resonate with their class.

The two figures on our seal shank were designed to reflect the class of 2023. The person on the left is seen in 

sturdy, contemporary fashion, holding a hammer that represents MIT and its students’ commitments to hands-

on learning experiences and innovation. The person on the right holds a book symbolizing wisdom, and they are 

wearing a lab coat, which represents the significance of laboratories both at MIT and around the globe. It also 

calls attention to the tremendous contributions of medical workers in a global effort to combat the pandemic. 

Between the two figures, the flame of the lamp spells “23”, signifying our class year. Beneath the wreath, 

centered with MIT’s founding year, rests a ribbon bearing MIT’s motto “Men et Manus”. 

Behind them, in the night sky, there are twelve stars representing the residential communities from which we 

find warmth, friendship, and a home away from home. Ten stars are dedicated to the ten dormitories in operation 

during our time at MIT, and the remaining two represent greek life and independent living groups respectively. 

Below the sky, Kresge Auditorium - a place that marks our first gathering as a class and symbolizes MIT’s 

creative livelihood - makes its first appearance on the seal shank in the history of the brass rat. The seal sits 

on a handshake between a human hand and one imprinted with numeric and symbolic patterns resembling the 

Alchemist statue, symbolizing our constant collaboration with knowledge, technology, and each other.
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B O S T O N  S K Y L I N E   The Boston and Cambridge skylines first appeared on the Brass Rat in 

1990. Traditionally, the Boston skyline faces the wearer until they graduate. This is representative of the view 

students see while they are living on campus at MIT. During graduation, everyone in the class flips their ring 

around, with the Cambridge side now facing the wearer. From graduation and on, we will always be looking back 

at the Cambridge side of the ring to remind us of our undergraduate experience at MIT. The Boston side features 

a revolving collection of the city’s unique yet beloved architecture. All of the included landmarks are portrayed 

under the night sky, a sight quite familiar to the nocturnal MIT student. Our version of the skyline depicts the 

order of our most-loved Boston landmarks as they would be seen from Killian Court on the MIT campus.  

The far left side begins with the Zakim Bunker Hill Memorial Bridge whose namesake stems from Boston 

area leader and Civil Rights Activist Leonard P. Zakim, a man who championed “building bridges between 

peoples”. A series of historical and modern Boston icons appear to the right of the bridge as a reminder of the 

dynamic tapestry that surrounds us; this includes the Custom House Clock Tower, Faneuil Hall Marketplace, the 

Massachusetts State House, John Hancock Tower, and 111 Huntington Ave. Next is the Prudential Center, home 

to the Top of the Hub and Skywalk Observatory which closed in April 2020 for renovations slated to be finished 

in our graduation year, 2023. The two symbols on the far right are the CITGO sign, ever visible on campus during 

long nights toiling away at psets, and Fenway Park, a common escape from campus to catch a beloved Boston 

Red Sox game. Above the city, an airplane takes off from the Boston Logan International Airport, a symbol 

of MIT’s ties to the global community. Finally, Mass Ave, a representation of the vein that keeps Boston and 

Cambridge connected, stretches along the Harvard Bridge beneath the Boston skyline.

From left to right: Zakim Bridge, Custom House Tower, Faneuil Hall, Massachusetts State House,  

John Hancock Tower, 111 Huntington Avenue, Prudential Tower, Harvard Bridge and Massachusetts Avenue, 

CITGO sign, Fenway Park
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C A M B R I D G E  S K Y L I N E   On the opposite side of the ring, the Cambridge skyline features 

MIT’s most prominent buildings during the day. Perched on the far left is Kresge Auditorium, shaped as a perfect 

one-eighth of a sphere. Kresge was one of the first places we met as a class during CPW and Orientation and 

in normal times, the home to our Ring Premiere event. To the right rests the Stratton Student Center, commonly 

known as the Stud. The Stud houses the center of our undergraduate community, with excellent food options 

and revered study space: Stud 5. Mass Ave and the Harvard Bridge cut through the skyline, serving not only as 

the physical barrier between Main and West Campus, but as the metaphorical barrier between work and play (or 

punt and tool in MIT lingo). The Main Campus buildings feature the Lobby 7 Dome and the MacLaurin Buildings, 

home to the picturesque Killian Court and Great Dome above Building 10. Next, the Ray and Maria Stata Center, 

depicted in positive and negative space, stands as the epitome of MIT’s unique architecture. Towering next 

to Stata and above the rest of MIT’s campus is the Green Building. Designed by MIT Alum I. M. Pei, the Green 

Building is visible from all of Boston and the surrounding areas, in addition to being home to the annual pumpkin 

drop and famous Tetris hack. The List Visual Art Center, making its first-ever appearance on the Brass Rat, 

serves as a reminder that despite our prowess in STEM, MIT’s artistic presence is just as prominent. Three 

crew boats can be seen in the Charles River beneath the campus buildings. These boats symbolize MIT’s large 

collegiate athletics presence and are grouped into a “2” and “3”. Sandwiched between the skyline and the river is 

an axis in the i-hat direction, depicted by an i-hat vector on the right of the skyline. This not only represents the 

physical distance between the ends of campus and the absurd amount of walking an MIT student does (Case in 

point: the Infinite Corridor), but it also serves to bring attention to the way the past year has changed the way  

we look at space between us. While our class may have been spread apart around the world, the shared bonds 

we have formed together are what shape our MIT experience.

From left to right: Kresge Auditorium, Stratton Student Center, Harvard Bridge and  

Massachusetts Avenue Crossing, Main Campus, Ray and Maria Stata Center, Green Building,  

List Visual Arts Center
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H A C K E R ’ S  M A P   The Hackers Map is the simplest element on the Brass Rat, yet it represents 

a longstanding part of MIT’s culture and tradition. It lies hidden under the bezel, just as the tunnels hide 

underneath MIT’s main buildings, out of sight for the common visitor. For many MIT students, though, these 

tunnels play a large role in their daily lives, by providing a quick route that avoids the dense hallway crowds or 

even by literally acting as a canvas for artists to express themselves on murals. Most importantly, the map  

pays homage to the long and rich MIT tradition of hacking, and it guides the way for any who dare to hack.  

The Hacker’s Map embodies the creativity and ingenuity that the MIT hacker community is so well known for.  

Our version of the map was designed with an unprecedented amount of dimensional accuracy to give MIT 

hackers the most precise way to navigate the tunnels. This year’s Hacker’s Map features a few unique symbols: 

a quarter rest, an office chair, and a compass rose. The quarter rest, beside building 26, was inspired by the 

piano that lives outside of 26-100, and represents the musical side of MIT. The chair marks a common chair 

riding location in the tunnels under building 68. Additionally, the map includes a power button in place of a typical 

compass which points to true north.



Pricing includes: 

• Inside engraving (up to 17 characters) in script or block lettering

• Choice of yellow or white gold. Rose gold available in 10K and 14K for $50 extra.

• Choice of ring finish

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

*Other options may be available. See your local sales professional for details.

*Special 2 year warranty applies on Ultrium® PVD rings.

R I N G  &  A C C E S S O R Y  O R D E R I N G   Visit mitbrassrat.com to order. For more information,  

contact Herff Jones Customer Service at 877.454.7231 or MITSupport@herffjones.com or  

Jeff Quirk, your MIT Ring Specialist at 401.383.0028 or jpquirk@herffjones.com.

C O M P A N I O N  R I N G   Students purchasing a gold MIT ring are eligible to purchase a companion  

ring of the same size and style in Ultrium® for $75 or Ultrium® PVD for $205. 

R I N G  P R I C I N G

Size 10K 14K 18K Extreme 
Silver®

Ultrium® Ultrium® PVD 
Brass, Stealth or Prism

X-Small $569 $715 $988  $260 $150 $280

Small $642 $827 $1178 $295 $150 $280

Medium $866 $1194 $1695 $335 $150 $280

Large $1018 $1376 $2020 $380 $150 $280
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P A Y M E N T  O P T I O N S   Payment in Full: You may pay for your order in full with credit card or debit card. We 

accept MasterCard, VISA and Discover. 4 or 6 Month Credit Card Payment Plan: The Herff Jones Credit Card 

Payment Plan will charge one fourth (1/4) or one sixth (1/6) of your total balance due (including tax) to your credit 

card. This payment option is no additional charge to you. Deposit: A minimum payment of $150.00 is required to 

begin the production of your MIT ring. The balance must be paid in full by July 1, 2021.

W A R R A N T Y   Herff Jones stands behind each ring we sell. Each of the custom features of your ring are 

carefully and skillfully crafted. Herff Jones fully warrants the ring to be free from defects in workmanship and/or 

material for the lifetime of the ring. If the ring cannot be repaired or replaced, a refund will be made. 

The following services will be performed free of charge for life:

• Repair defects in workmanship or material

• Restore the original finish of the ring 

• Resize the ring

To make a claim under this warranty, email warrantyservices@herffjones.com or call toll-free 800.451.3304.

L O S T  R I N G  P O L I C Y   Our Lost Ring Program (LRP) is designed to make replacing a ring as painless as 

possible. In the event of loss or theft of a customer’s MIT Ring, Herff Jones will create a duplicate ring. The one 

time replacement ring will require a $100 deductible, shipping and handling fee and any applicable taxes and is 

in effect for five (5) years from date of purchase. Companion rings and accessories are not covered, and do not 

qualify for the Lost Ring Protection Program. 

F A I L U R E  T O  G R A D U AT E   In the event that a student fails to graduate or changes class year  

from MIT, Herff Jones will allow the student to return their ring for a full refund. 



G O  T O  M I T B R A S S R AT. C O M   You’ll have a few decisions to make as you move through the process of 

ordering your ring. To make your Brass Rat uniquely yours, you will make the following selections:

S T E P  1  Choose your Bezel Size 

S T E P  2  Choose your Metal

S T E P  3  Choose your Ring Finish

S T E P  4   Choose your Palmside

S T E P  5  Choose your Engraving   You can include your initials or full name on the inside band of your ring.

S T E P  6  Find your Ring Size   You have a few options to get your ring size. You can use the ring sizer  

 provided to you by Herff Jones or use our RightSize app by texting SIZE to 70934. 

S T E P  7  Purchase a Companion Ring and Accessories   When you purchase a gold ring, you can  

 add an Ultrium companion ring for an additional $75. Accessories also available such as the

 official MIT ring box to store your ring. Shop online at mitbrassrat.com.
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Sculpted Smooth

Large Medium Small Extra Small

*Light Antique Antique Natural **Brass **Stealth **Prism

*Only available on
yellow gold rings.  

**Only available on 
Ultrium rings.

Yellow Gold White Gold Rose Gold UltriumExtreme Silver
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Mulan JiangTrudy PainterMatt JensAnanya Gurumurthy

Tejal Reddy Chad MeierKatherine Guo Brady Sullivan

Izzi WaitzAndrew Stoddard Rachana MadhukaraMargaret Zheng



F O R  Q U E S T I O N S ,  C O N TA C T :
H E R F F  J O N E S  C U S T O M E R  S E R V I C E
877.454.7231 • MITSupport@herffjones.com

J E F F  Q U I R K  M I T  R I N G  S P E C I A L I S T
401.383.0028 • jpquirk@herffjones.com

brassrat2023.mit.edu


